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minimizes the assembly time. We aim at conceiving a task
planning algorithm for the group of UAVs under assembly
constraints imposed by the specific structure, and geometric
constraints due to the sharing of the work-space and resources.
Assembly planning is the process of finding a valid sequence of operations to assemble a product made by different
parts. The problem is a NP (Non-deterministic Polynomial
time) complete problem [4]. Many algorithms have been
proposed to solve assembly planning problems [5]–[8]. However, most of the proposed solutions do not embed in the
problem formulation geometric constraints imposed by the
characteristics of the specific robots. Different robots have
different embodiment and feasible movements that imply specific constraints during the interaction with the environment.
Additionally to geometric constraints, assembly constraints
should be considered as well. These are imposed by the
particular envisioned construction and ensure at every step of
the assembly process its correctness and solidity. Nevertheless,
assembly constraints alone do not grant the feasibility of the
task considering the available agents.
In most of the previous works, the two types of constraints
are treated separately: first, a high-level assembly plan is computed considering assembly constraints only. Subsequently,
robot actions and movements are planned considering geometric constraints only [9], [10]. This approach implicitly assumes
that for any given assembly plan, it is possible to find a set
of feasible robot motions. Though, this is difficult to be met
in practice. Some works attempted to combine assembly and
geometric planning. In [11], [12] the two aspects are treated
separately, but the two planners are implemented in a loop-like
framework. The low-level (motion) planner can influence the
decisions of the assembly planner at the higher-level.
In this paper, we aim at designing an assembly planner for
a group of UAVs assembling a wall-like construction made by
blocks. Assembly and geometric constraints are considered at
the same planning level. In particular, we shall show that the
application of these constraints results in a directed acyclic
graph [13], here called “assembly graph”, which encodes both
assembly and geometric dependencies between tasks.
Aiming at real applications, we assume that robots may fail
actions and be temporarily (or permanently) inoperative. This
requires the system to be adaptive with respect to the number
of available robots [14]. We design the proposed approach such
that to be robust to changes in the number of operative robots.
This makes the execution time highly variable, stressing the
need for fine coordination and re-allocation mechanisms. If
needed, the proposed online planner can explore other feasible
assembly plans in real-time without a global re-planning,

Abstract—In this paper, we analyze the coordination problem
of groups of aerial robots for assembly applications. With
the enhancement of aerial physical interaction, construction
applications are becoming more and more popular. In this
domain, the multi-robot solution is very interesting to reduce
the execution time. However, new methods to coordinate teams
of aerial robots for the construction of complex structures are
required. In this work, we propose an assembly planner that
considers both assembly and geometric constraints imposed by
the particular desired structure and employed robots, respectively. An efficient graph representation of the task dependencies
is employed. Based on this framework, we design two assembly
planning algorithms that are robust to robot failures. The first is
centralized and communication-based. The second is distributed
and communication-less. The latter is a solution for scenarios in
which the communication network is not reliable. Both methods
are validated by numerical simulations based on the assembly
scenario of Challenge 2 of the robotic competition MBZIRC2020.
Index Terms—multi-robot systems, task planning, aerial vehicles application

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the last decades, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
become extremely popular in a wide range of applications.
Recently, the advance of aerial physical interaction led to
new applications ranging from contact-based inspection [1] to
transportation [2] and assembly. In the fields of manipulation
of large objects and assembly of structures, the use of a
multi-robot system is becoming very popular [3]. It allows
to increase the overall payload and manipulation capabilities,
and from the other side, as well as to perform multiple tasks
in parallel, minimizing the execution time.
In this work, we focus on the second aspect, i.e., multi-robot
assembly tasks. In particular, we consider a group of UAVs
that have to cooperatively assemble a structure composed of
several elements, sharing the tasks, the resources, and the
working environment. The robots must autonomously find the
best assembly plan that optimizes the available resources and
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making the approach more flexible to unforeseen events.
Our objective is to optimize the use of available robots minimizing the construction time. With this aim, we implement
an online assembly planner that, at each iteration, decides the
task to be executed according to the current and close future
system state (robots and construction).
Similarly to self-triggered control [15], the state prediction
is used to check assembly constraints in advance and allocate
tasks before they become feasible. Early task allocations yield
more efficient cooperation, at the cost of higher uncertainty.
Another important point in multi-agent applications is the
possibility to exploit inter-robots communication to enhance
the agent’s cognitive capabilities. Nevertheless, unstable communication networks could dramatically impact the performances of communication-based strategies for multi-robot
coordination. In these conditions, distributed strategies that are
robust to communication failures are advisable [16], [17].
To face these two communication scenarios, we design two
algorithms. The first assumes an ideal error-free communication network. Under this assumption, tasks are allocated to
the robots by a central decision entity which, relying on the
communication with the robots, has complete knowledge of
the system. The central planner performs assembly planning,
task allocation, fault detection, and task re-allocation.
In the second scenario, we assume that robots cannot communicate. Under this assumption, the usual paradigm is swarm
intelligence [18], i.e., single agents are able to coordinate with
each other in a distributed way, relying on local information
only. However, distributed paradigms have been used for
construction applications in only a few cases [19]–[21]. In the
proposed approach, every agent a plans and executes its tasks
in an online fashion, without communicating its own plan to
the others. Nevertheless, the actions of a have consequences
on the construction state. The other agents can sense and
estimate the construction state, exploiting it to coordinate their
plan with that of a and to reallocate tasks if needed. The
designed reallocation mechanism guarantees the resilience of
the system. Additionally, we employ an initial task allocation
optimized to equally share the tasks between the agents and
to minimize the need for coordination during execution.
The two proposed methods are validated by numerical
simulations based on the assembly scenario of Challenge 2
of the robotic competition Mohamed Bin Zayed International
Robotic Competition 2020 (MBZIRC2020)1 .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II we
formulate the assembly and geometric constraints, describing
the representation of dependencies between tasks and the
current construction state. In section III we define the single
atomic actions composing a task. The communication-based
and the communication-less planning algorithms are described
in section IV and V, respectively. In section VI simulation
results are presented. Section VII concludes the paper.
1 https://www.mbzirc.com/
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II. A SSEMBLY PLANNING
General assembly planning is the problem of finding a
valid sequence of operations to assemble a product made
by different parts. It has been shown that it is a complete
NP problem [4]. It requires specific data structures to encode
temporal constraints between different parts and to represent
all possible object states during the assembly process [22].
In this paper, we focus on block-based constructions (like
walls), namely objects that can be assembled adding parts to
one sub-assembly. This kind of construction includes a wide
variety of objects. Rather than using AND/OR graphs [23]
(complete but memory inefficient data structure), we represent
the assembly problem with a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of
dependencies between the blocks:
G = (V, E),

(1)

where V is the set of vertexes and E is the set of edges.
Each vertex of the graph is a block, while edges between
blocks represent assembly constraints. In particular, an edge
e = (bi , bj ) belongs to E if block bi must be placed after
block bj , or, in other words, if bi depends on bj .
We call C(t) the assembly state at time t, which is the set
containing all the blocks already assembled in the construction
at time t. Given the assembly graph G and the assembly state
C(t), the block b ∈ V is considered feasible if the outgoing
neighborhood of b, denoted as NG (b) = {bj ∈ V | e =
(b, bj ) ∈ E}, is contained in C(t). We denote with Vfeasible (t)
the set of feasible blocks at time t, such that:
Vfeasible = {b ∈ V |NG (b) ⊆ C(t)}.

(2)

The problem of computing a sequence of assembly operations respecting all the dependencies in E is equivalent to find
a topological ordering of the graph vertexes. This operation
can be performed offline in linear time with known algorithms,
e.g., Kahn’s algorithm [24].
Notice that G may not contain a Hamiltonian path, i.e.,
a tour in G that visits each vertex exactly once. As a
consequence, more than one topological ordering can be
found. Furthermore, the execution times of the tasks are
non-deterministic and the scheduled sequence of assembly
operations may not be respected due to unexpected events.
For these reasons, our approach runs online, deciding at every
iteration the next task allocation among the feasible ones.
A. Example
Our approach has been evaluated on an L-shaped wall made
of bricks of different sizes (see Fig. 1). This model of example
is similar to the target construction of Challenge 2 in the
robotic competition MBZIRC2020.
The set E contains all brick dependencies which are defined
by the following assembly and geometric constraints:
1) Each brick can be placed only if it lies on the ground or
entirely on other bricks previously placed on the wall;
2) Each brick can be placed in an empty row if it is the
central brick of that row, or if the row is not empty and
the brick is adjacent to another one already placed;
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Fig. 3: Assembly graph for the wall. Each block (brick)
corresponds to a vertex in V. The blue arrows represent the
directed edges in E.
Fig. 1: Example of construction: a 3D wall made of bricks of
different size.

Fig. 2: Assembly and geometric constraints: on the left the
accepted configurations, on the right the forbidden ones.
Colored in pink the bricks already placed on the wall, in
yellow the new one to be placed, in dashed line the brick that
is impossible to place in the future due to control inaccuracy
or robot embodiment. In particular, case B violates the first
constraint only, case C violates constraints 1 and 2, and case E
and F violate constraint 2 and 3, respectively, while respecting
the others.

3) Each brick can be placed if the difference in height with
the bricks already placed at the left and at right is shorter
than the length of the UAV gripper.
Constraint 1) ensures wall stability during the construction.
Notice that it doesn’t depend on the robot performing the
task. On the other hand, the following constraints are UAVspecific geometric constraints. Constraint 2) is set to avoid
the creation of ‘holes’ in one line of bricks. Filling the hole
requires a perfect brick positioning, which is hard to achieve
using current flying robots. Constraint 3) is imposed by the
robot embodiment. It is set to ensure that the UAVs are always
able to reach the missing brick positions from above without
colliding with the bricks already assembled. Figure 2 shows
some allowed and forbidden bricks configurations. Finally,
Figure 3 graphically shows G resulting from the application
of the constraints to the considered wall model.
We remark that these assembly constraints are specific for
the construction of the wall here considered using UAVs. In
general, assembly constraints must be carefully set by problem
experts. They are necessary to avoid unstable configurations of
the construction, as well as deadlocks and assembly sequences
with low chances of success.
III. TASK DEFINITION

IV. C OMMUNICATION - BASED TASK ALLOCATION
Assuming an error-free communication network, the task
allocation can be performed using a classical centralized
approach. A single decision entity, called the planner, is responsible for the task allocation and re-allocation. The planner
can run in one of the robots or on a remote computer.
We remark that, at every time instant t, the planner should
know the assembly graph, G, and the current assembly state,
C(t), A(t) and O(t). Each UAV communicates with the
planner in order to request and receive a new task defined
by bnext . After completing bnext , it notifies the planner of the
success or failure of the tasks. In the following, we detail the
algorithm from both the planner and the robot points of view.
Notice that if the planner cannot directly sense the assembly
state, the latter can be inferred collecting the robots’ notifications (we assume that false notifications are not possible).
A. Planner Side

Each part of the construction is considered as a single task
that is individually assignable to one robot using the assembly
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graph defined in the previous section. At every time t, a
generic task can be:
• Closed: the task is completed;
• Assigned: a robot is executing the task;
• Open: the task is not completed and not yet assigned.
Notice that C(t) results in the set of closed tasks. Additionally,
we denote as A(t) and O(t) the set of assigned and open tasks,
˙
respectively. It results that V = C(t) ∪A(t)
∪˙ O(t).
We call pick-and-place the complete macro-action which
can be decomposed in a sequence of 4 atomic actions:
1) fly-to the position in the map where the brick is stored,
2) pick the brick using the gripper,
3) fly-to a safe point close to the wall,
4) place the brick on the wall.
We assume that a low-level motion planner and position/force controller are provided to allow the robot to execute
each action. In this work, we do not focus on these lowlevel aspects. Nevertheless, the atomic actions 2) and 4) are
considered non-deterministic, i.e., we suppose that they may
fail with a constant probability p. The two atomic actions
must be then repeated until they succeed; eventually, they
will succeed with probability 1. Furthermore, we consider
that a robot may stop working at any time (e.g., because
of malfunctioning sensors or of a crash). The robot will not
complete the task which must be re-assigned to another agent.

3

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the task allocation
method. This process is triggered by the request message of
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Algorithm 1: online task allocation
Input: new task request from robot ri
Output: message
tr : current time;
C(tr ): current construction state;
V : goal construction state;
if C(tr ) = V then
message.type ← go-home;
else
S(tr ) = feasibleBricks(C(tr ) − A(tr )) ;
if S(tr ) = ∅ then
R(tr , ri ) = collectRiskyTasks(ri );
if R(tr , ri ) = ∅ then
message.type ← wait;
else
bnext ← bestHeuristicValueBrick(R(tr , ri ));
message.type ← task;
message.task ← bnext ;
message.risky = true;

Fig. 4: The current wall is composed of the colored bricks,
that are the closed tasks. The grey brick is assigned but not
yet closed and it is expected to be closed at time 20 seconds.
The white bricks are open and not assigned tasks. In this
configuration the planner finds two candidates allocation: one
safe and one risky task (the time expected to close this task
is higher than 20 seconds).

else
bnext ← bestHeuristicValueBrick(S(tr ));
message.type ← task;
message.task ← bnext ;
message.risky = false;
recordAssignmentTime(bnext );
sendMessage(message)

a new task by a robot ri at time tr . At each request, the
algorithm performs the following activities:
1) task classification: open tasks are classified to compute a
set of next allocation candidates: Candidates ⊆ O(tr );
2) decision making: if Candidates is not empty a task
bnext ∈ Candidates is selected;
3) communication: the planner allocates bnext to ri sending
all the information about the task to ri . In case bnext is
not available, the planner sends a special message to ri .
This sequence of activities is maintained also in the
communication-less algorithm.
In the following, the criteria used in the task classification,
as well as the policies used in the decision-making activities
are explained in detail.
Task classification: The planner partitions the set of open
tasks O(tr ) into three categories:
O(tr ) = S(tr ) ∪˙ R(tr , ri ) ∪˙ U (tr ).
•

(3)

S(tr ) is the set of candidates for safe allocation, i.e., open
tasks that are feasible according to the assembly state at
time tr , and in particular to C(tr ):
S(tr ) = {b ∈ O(tr )|NG (b) ⊆ C(tr )}.

(4)

Allocating a task in S(tr ) guarantees that the brick will
be placed respecting the assembly constraints. All the task
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dependencies are satisfied even before the robot starts the
task execution.
However, the chances of finding a safe allocation decrease
with the number n of robots composing the team. This
motivates the search also for “risky” allocations.
• R(tr , ri ) is the set of candidates for a risky allocation,
i.e., the bricks whose dependencies are not closed at the
current time tr , and that are likely to be closed soon
according to the planner estimate based on the available
information. In particular, R(tr , ri ) contains all the open
tasks whose dependencies are closed or are assigned
to other robots that will complete their task before ri
will attempt to execute the place action. Notice that to
compute R(tr , ri ), the planner must be able to build
beliefs about the completion time ct(r, b) of any task b
assigned to robot r. These beliefs can be also used to
estimate if a robot failed and the corresponding task must
be reassigned.
• U (tr ) is the set of unfeasible tasks. It contains all the
bricks not classified in other categories. They will not be
considered for an allocation.
The next brick to allocate, bnext , is chosen among safe or
risky candidates:
Candidates = S(tr ) ∪˙ R(tr , ri ).

(5)

An example of task classification for the wall model in a
particular assembly state is shown in Fig. 4.
Algorithm 2 shows how to infer R(tr , ri ), i.e., the set of
risky task candidates. Let us define N (tr ) as the set of open
bricks depending on closed tasks and at least one assigned
task at time tr , then
N (tr ) = {b ∈ O(tr )|NG (b) ⊆ (C(tr ) ∪ A(tr ))} − S(tr ). (6)
The bricks in N (tr ) can populate R(tr , ri ). For each brick b
in N (tr ), the time tplc (ri , b) at which robot ri will execute the
place action is predicted. The assembly state estimated at time
tplc (ri , b) is C(tplc (ri , b)). If the brick b is feasible according
to the estimated assembly state, b is a possible risky allocation.
Decision making: it is the process of selecting a brick
bnext among the candidates sets S(tr ) or R(tr , ri ) computed
in the previous step. In the proposed communication-based
algorithm, safe allocations are always preferred to risky ones.
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Algorithm 2: collect risky tasks
Input: new task request from robot ri and S(tr ) = ∅,
Output: R(tr , ri )
tr : current time;
O(tr ): set of open tasks at time tr ;
A(tr ): set of tasks assigned at time tr ;
S(tr ): set of safe allocations at time tr ;
R(tr , ri ) = ∅;
N (tr ) = feasibleBricks(C(tr ) ∪ A(tr )) − S(tr );
for brick bn in N (tr ) do
tplc (ri , bn ) = predictPlaceTime(ri , bn );
C(tplc (ri , bn )) = C(t);
for brick b in A(tr ) do
if b.tplace < tplc (ri , bn ) then
C(tplc (ri , bn )) = C(tplc (ri , bn )) ∪ b;

Fig. 6: Pick-and-place: task execution control flow

Task message: it contains the description of the new task
the robot must execute;
• Wait message: the robot must wait because the planner
did not find a task allocation candidate. The robot waits
for a fixed amount of time and repeats the request;
• Go-home message: the construction is complete achieving the goal, and the robot can terminate the mission.
Robots ri continuously demand tasks until the go-home
message is received. This mechanism ensures reliability even
in scenarios where no more than one robot can accomplish the
assignment due to possible robot failures. Figure 6 shows the
pick-and-place control flow.
After the start signal, the robot flies over the bricks stock
(fly-to action) and try to pick it (pick action). Action fly-to is
always considered executed with success. On the other hand,
the pick and place actions are repeated in a loop until their
fulfillment. Once the pick is executed and the robot is over the
wall ready for the place, it has to first check the task status
(if closed or not) and feasibility (if assembly dependencies are
satisfied). In the best-case scenario, the robot will place the
brick. However, it could happen that its given task has been
already closed by another robot or that the task was a risky one
and all the dependencies are not yet satisfied. The first case
happens when a pick-and-place operation takes more time than
expected. Because of the wrong estimation of the pick-andplace time, the planner re-assigns the task considering that the
corresponding robot failed. In the second case, when a robot
receives a risky task, it might be not feasible at the moment
of the place. The robot must wait until all the dependencies
are fulfilled and the task becomes feasible.
Notice that the over and underestimation of the execution time causes the lack of candidates and inopportune reallocations, respectively. This implies the waste of resources
and delays in total execution time. It is then advisable to embed
an online prediction mechanism for the task execution time.
•

feasible = checkBrickFeasibility(C(tplc (ri , bn )), bn );
if feasible then
R(tr , ri ) ← R(tr , ri ) ∪ bn ;
return R(tr , ri );

Fig. 5: Robot life cycle in the communication-based scenario.
Operations in solid line boxes are atomic actions, while the
ones in dashed line boxes are complex macro-action.

The planner tries to allocate a safe task. Only if S(t) is empty
(no possible safe allocations), R(t) is computed and one task
in it is chosen. This kind of cautious policy can represent a
non-optimal choice in the general case. We shall show in the
next section this is true for the communication-less case.
Finally, the algorithm chooses one brick in the selected class
using a heuristic defined by the user. The heuristic choice
will prefer some particular assembly plans over other possible
ones, influencing the final construction time. In Sec. VI some
heuristics for a specific case are compared and discussed. In
particular, the tested heuristics were designed to always have
non-empty candidates set. In this way, the planner is always
able to assign a task to each request.
B. Robot Side
Next, we describe the algorithms from the robot side. Each
robot cannot decide its task, it only executes what the planner
commands. Figure 5 illustrates their simple behavior. The
generic robot sends a message to request a new task and warn
the planner in case of changes of the construction state. The
planner replies using one of the following messages:
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V. C OMMUNICATION - LESS TASK ALLOCATION
Here we present a communication-less algorithm for task
allocation and re-allocation. The robots operate in the same
world domain described so far, but without communications
among them nor with a remote decision entity. Therefore, it is
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not possible to allocate tasks one by one during the execution
as in the previous case. Conversely, tasks have to be assigned
to the robots offline, before the execution starts. Nevertheless,
we do not force robots following the precomputed plan. We
rather designed an on-line re-allocation strategy that, during
the construction process, can change the order of tasks and
execute new ones not originally included in their plan to
face unforeseen events. This stigmergy mechanism is suitable
for treating possible failures since each agent is uniquely
responsible for a subset of tasks. At the same time, the
proposed strategy can handle unexpected events. We highlight
that without the presence of a communication network, the
use of some onboard sensors is necessary to estimate the
construction state and react accordingly.
A. Initial task allocation

Fig. 7: three examples of task allocation for n = 3 robots. The
brick colour indicates the robot the brick is assigned to. Case
A is an example of sparse allocation, it is not a good allocation
because it has a big number of direct inter-dependencies. Case
B has a small number of direct inter-dependencies but a lot of
indirect intra-dependencies. Case C has few direct and indirect
inter-dependencies, and it’s therefore the best allocation among
the three.

Defining n the number of agents and considering 0 < i ≤ n,
we partition the set of tasks V into n subsets, Ai , containing
the tasks initially assigned to robot i such that:
[
˙ n
V =
Ai .
(7)
i=1

Tasks must be assigned in order to minimize possible
dependencies between tasks belonging to different robots.
This reduces possible waiting periods necessary for a task to
become feasible. Our offline task allocation approach aims at
minimizing and maximizing the inter- and intra-dependencies,
respectively. The firsts are dependencies connecting tasks assigned to different agents, while the seconds are dependencies
between tasks assigned to the same agent.
Let us consider u and v vertices of a graph G. They are
connected if there exists a path of any length connecting u to
v. Let us define with connG (u) the set of vertices connected
with u through a directed path in G, and with connG (A),
where A ⊆ V , the set of vertices connected in G with at least
one vertex in A. In other words:
connG (u) = {v ∈ V | ∃ a path from u to v}
[
connG (A) =
connG (u).

(8)
(9)

u∈A

Let us define a cluster as a set of bricks densely connected with
each other and poorly connected with the rest of the bricks.
Each robot will be assigned a cluster Ai . Then, the aim is to
minimize the following function:
n
X

|connG (Ai ) ∩ (V − Ai )|,

(10)

i=1

where | ? | is the cardinality of any generic set ?. To evaluate
a task allocation, we need to consider the number of:
• direct inter-dependencies: bricks assigned to different
robots connected by a path with length 1 (called arc);
• indirect inter-dependencies: bricks assigned to different
robots connected by a path with a length greater than 1.
The reason is to account for the transitivity of assembly
constraints. In fact, there are temporal constraints whereby if
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Fig. 8: Robot algorithm in the communication-less scenario.

brick A has to be placed after brick B and brick B after brick
C, it follows that brick A has to be assembled after brick C.
Figure 7 shows different allocations for a wall with n = 3.
• Case A is an example of sparse allocation where there
are many direct inter-dependencies.
• Cases B (like Case C) shows sets composed by adjacent bricks, therefore direct inter-dependencies are
minimized. However, Case B shows many indirect
inter-dependencies. Indeed, connG (A2) ⊇ A1 and
connG (A3 ) ⊇ A2 ∪ A1 . In this example, robots’ operations can run in parallel only in a minimal part. In fact,
robot 1 can start immediately, while robot 2 is obliged to
wait that robot 1 has almost completed its tasks before
starting, and robot 3 has to wait until robot 2 has almost
completed its tasks before starting.
• Case C has a small number of direct inter-dependencies
and not many indirect inter-dependencies representing the
best allocation shown until now. However, even in case C,
inter-dependencies cannot be completely avoided because
the graph of the considered wall is connected (there are
not disconnected parts).
B. Robot life cycle
Hereafter, we present the algorithm concerning each aerial
vehicle (see Fig. 8). At the beginning of each new task, the
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the bricks not yet placed in the construction, we have that:

Algorithm 3: choose next task
Output: bnext – next task to execute
Si (t) = feasibleBricks(C(t)) ∩Ai ;
Ĉi (t) ← C(t);
taskList = topologicalOrder(V );
for b in taskList do
if b in O(t) ∩ Aj , j6=i then
if checkBrickFeasibility(Ĉi (t), b) then
Ĉi (t) ← Ĉi (t) ∪ b;

O(t) = V − C(t).

Ĉi (t) contains both closed bricks and all the open bricks
assigned to the other robots that do not have dependencies
with open bricks assigned to ri :
Ĉi (t) = C(t) ∪ (Aj6=i ∩ (V − connG (Oi (t))) ,
(12)
Sn
where Aj6=i = j=1,j6=i Aj , and Oi (t) = Ai ∩ O(t). Figure 9
shows an example of how each robot computes Ĉi (t).

Ri (t) = feasibleBricks(Ĉi (t)) − Si (t);
bestSafeBrick = bestHeuristicValueBrick(Si (t));
bestRiskyBrick = bestHeuristicValueBrick(Ri (t));
bnext = decisionMaking(bestSafeBrick, bestRiskyBrick);
if bnext ∈ Si (t) then
return bnext ;

2) Task classification: At this stage, ri tags all the open
tasks, in its subset Ai , in safe, risky and unfeasible, according
to the current construction state C(t) and the future construction state Ĉi (t). The classification follows the same principle
described for the communication-based planner algorithm:

tempt ← 0;
feasible ← false;
while not feasible and tempt< threshold do
C(t) = observeConstructionState();
feasible = checkBrickFeasibility(C(t),bnext );
if feasible then
return bnext ;
else
tempt ← tempt + 1;

Ai ∩ O(t) = Si (t) ∪˙ Ri (t) ∪˙ Ui (t),

(13)

where
• Si (t) contains safe tasks depending on closed tasks only
Si (t) = {b ∈ (Ai ∩ O(t))|NG (b) ⊆ C(t)}.
•

(14)

Ri (t) is the set of risky tasks, namely the ones depending
on at least one brick contained in Ĉi (t) and not in C(t)
Ri (t) = {b ∈ (Ai ∩O(t)−Si (t))|NG (b) ⊆ Ĉi (t)}. (15)

if bestSafeBrick not null then
return bestSafeBrick;

•

return shortestPathReallocation(C(t), bnext )

Ui (t) is the set of unfeasible tasks, containing the rest of
open tasks of ri
Ui (t) = Ai ∩ O(t) − Si (t) − Ri (t).

robot detects the construction state by means of its sensors.
This operation is necessary to decide future actions. If the
construction is complete the robot can terminate its mission.
Otherwise, it has to first close the tasks composing its cluster
and then, if the construction is still incomplete, it has to extend
its cluster boundaries taking care of the other tasks not yet
closed by other robots.
The proposed algorithm for selecting bnext is illustrated in
Algorithm 3. After the estimation of the future construction
state, the proposed approach performs a task classification
which is followed by a decision making phase and an emergent
task reallocation.
1) Future construction state estimation: The first step consists in estimating the construction state in the near future.
In this scenario, each robot ri decides its task relying on the
perceived state C(t), without any knowledge regarding other
robots, e.g., their state nor which task they are executing. On
the contrary, robot ri can sense C(t) and make a hypothesis
on the future construction state, called Ĉi (t). In particular, ri
will add to the hypothetical construction all the bricks preassigned to other agents that can be assembled to the current
construction. If we define the set of the open bricks O(t) as
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In Fig. 9 an example of future wall estimation and task
classification for a certain wall state and a particular initial
task allocation is shown.
3) Decision making: Once bricks are classified, the robot
has to choose one target brick in the set of risky or safe
candidates.
candidatesi (t) = Si (t) ∪˙ Ri (t)

(17)

If in the communication-based approach the best policy was to
choose safe options, in this case, the cautious policy is not the
most effective. Indeed, the cautious policy pushes the agents to
place bricks within the boundaries of their sub-construction as
long as they can and to place the bricks on the borders only
when no other choices are possible. In general, this makes
tasks that depend on other robots to be postponed, resulting
in a non-optimal cooperative behavior. In case G cannot be
divided into n disconnected parts, bricks located on the border
of a sub-construction Ai are connected with at least another
subset Aj . This means that ri might wait for a brick assigned
to robot rj or vice versa. Placing bricks at the border can
potentially be the riskiest task. But, at the same time, they are
the most necessary to let other agents continue their tasks.
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Fig. 10: On the left the MBZIRC –challenge 2– environment.
On the right the simulated environment used to test our task
allocation algorithms

allocation methods according to the global execution time and
the average active ratio, defined by ar as:
n

Fig. 9: Wall estimation and task classification in the
communication-less scenario. The current wall state C(t) is
composed by the coloured green and orange bricks only, the
wall estimated by the robots are Ĉ1 (t), Ĉ2 (t) and Ĉ3 (t). They
contain the closed tasks (green and orange bricks) plus the
bricks that others can place in the best hypothesis (grey bricks).
According to the estimation, each robot classifies its open tasks
in safe, risky or unfeasible.

4) Emergent task reallocation: After the decision making
process, if the task selected is safe the robot can start the
execution, otherwise, if it is risky, the robot needs to wait until
the task becomes feasible or to take actions to make the task
feasible. In particular, when robot ri selects a risky option br ,
it remains in an observation state for a while. During this time
it monitors the construction state and, as soon as br becomes
feasible, it starts the execution.
In case br depends on a task assigned to a robot that
failed, ri will indefinitely stay in the observation state. For
this reason, a threshold-based reallocation mechanism is
implemented. If br is still unfeasible after a certain maximum
time, ri decides to allocate to itself one of the bricks needed
to make br feasible. Indirectly, it assumes that the robot
originally responsible for these bricks failed. We remark that
the reallocated brick, breall , is a feasible brick among the direct
or indirect dependencies of br , accordingly to C(t):
breall ∈ {b ∈ connG (br ) ∩ O(t)|NG (b) ⊆ C(t)}.

(18)

In particular, breall is chosen among the brick connected with
br by the shortest path.
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
The two task allocation algorithms were tested in simulation, using a framework based on the Robotic Operative System (ROS) and the Gazebo robotic simulator. The simulated
environment resembles the scenario of Challenge 2 of the
MBZIRC competition (see Fig. 10). The target construction
used for testing is the wall depicted in Fig. 1. The probability
of atomic actions to fail was set to 0.25. We evaluate the task
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ar =

1 X ai
,
n i=0 wi

(19)

where ai and wi are the time robot i spent in an active and waiting states, respectively. For the decentralized
communication-less algorithm we recorded also the total number of dropped bricks, caused by a small re-allocation threshold, as well as the total number of emergent reallocations.
A. Communication-based task allocation results
The centralized communication-based task allocation was
first tested with different heuristics for selecting the target task
among several candidates without exploiting the possible risky
allocations. The best heuristic was then used with also risky
allocations to achieve the final result. The heuristics used for
the wall model are hereafter explained:
h0) Random choice: first we tested the algorithm without
using any heuristics, the decision-making module simply
chooses one random task among the class of candidates
(S(t) or R(t)). The results are used as a baseline;
h1) Distance from the base middle point: here the candidate
bricks are evaluated according to their position in the
wall. In particular, the selected brick is the closest to the
middle point of the wall. Given the assembly constraints
explained in section II, constructing the wall starting from
the center increases the number of feasible tasks in the
next steps;
h2) Distance from the central vertical line: the selected brick
is the closest to the vertical line located in the center of
the wall;
h3) Position in the wall and brick length: this heuristic
combines the position in the wall and the brick dimension.
Longer bricks closer to the central vertical line are
selected first. If the bricks are considerably different in
dimensions, like in our test example, placing first the
longest ones increases the number of feasible options in
the next steps.
As it is clear from Tab. I, h3) is the best heuristics and
the performance further improves with the use of the risky
allocation strategy. Nevertheless, we remark that heuristics
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Heuristic

Risky allocations

h0
h1
h2
h3
h3

No
No
No
No
Yes

Execution time
267
263
262
249
169

s
s
s
s
s

Active ratio
60%
62%
62%
66%
88%

TABLE I: Results of the centralized communication-base task
allocation method.

are strongly linked to this particular scenario. Other heuristics
could be investigated in different scenarios.
B. Communication-less task allocation results
The decentralized communication-less task allocation algorithm was tested in the same scenario, using the offline task
allocation (Case C) shown in Fig. 7. For the decision making
of Algorithm 3, a random policy with uniform probability has
been employed. In Fig. 11 the results obtained varying the
re-allocation threshold between 1 and 10 seconds are shown.
For each value, the statistical results over 100 simulations
are represented through a box and whisker plot. The red line
indicates the median value, while the box extends from the
lower to upper quartile values of the data. The whiskers show
the range of the non-outliers data and flier are outliers data.
One can notice that the execution time grows with bigger
threshold values, while the active ratio decreases otherwise.
On the other hand, the total number of reallocation is higher
with low threshold values. Notice that the number of dropped
bricks is minimum with a re-allocation threshold between 4
and 5. These values provide the best performance, namely the
maximum active ratio, the minimum execution time, and the
minimum number of re-allocations.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In conclusion, this paper proposes two task allocation algorithms for the construction of structures made by blocks,
using a group of cooperative UAVs. Both are based on directed
acyclic graph, here simply called assembly graph, to encode
the temporal constraints between the tasks. This is also used to
plan and execute feasible sequences of assembly operations.
The first method is a centralized algorithm based on ideal
communication conditions. In this scenario, tasks are allocated
to the robots in real-time through messages exchanged with
the planner. The latter implements the decisional part of the
algorithm, while the robots actuate performs the tasks. To
improve the performances, the planner exploits an estimation
of the future construction state to allocate tasks that are not yet
feasible but that will be in the near future. The planner is also
responsible for detecting robot failures and for the reallocation
of tasks. This algorithm achieves the best results in terms
of global execution time and average active ratio. However,
it requires robots-planner communication which results in a
single point of failure for the method.
The second is a distributed algorithm which uses none
communication between agents. A preliminary ideal plan is
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Fig. 11: Box and whisker plots showing results obtained with
the decentralized communication-less task allocation, using
different fault threshold values. Each box shows the statistical
distribution of the global execution time, average active ration,
emergent reallocations, and dropped bricks, respectively, over
100 simulations.
computed offline to minimize the direct and indirect dependencies between tasks allocated to different agents. However,
if inter-dependencies cannot be avoided, the robots must
coordinate each other exploiting only the observation of the
environment. Each robot autonomously decides the order of
tasks execution and when to re-allocate tasks in order to
cover possible fails of another robots. This approach is more
robust to communication-failures, but at the expense of lower
performance. Nevertheless, results can be enhanced tuning the
system parameters, e.g., the reallocation threshold.
A possible future work is to suitably blend the
communication-based and less approaches in order to have
a strategy that exploits communication as much as possible,
but, at the same time, is robust to the failure of the communication network. Other improvements of the heuristics could
be obtained by the use of learning-based methods, such as
genetic algorithms or reinforcement learning.
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